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Innovative TM technology
Transform the way your translation memories
work with upLIFT technology. SDL upLIFT technology
helps you get the most from your TMs with two
break-through features:
• upLIFT Fragment Recall which automatically
gives smart fragment matches from your TM
in both ‘fuzzy’ and ‘no match’ scenarios
• upLIFT Fuzzy Repair which intelligently repairs
fuzzy matches using your business’s trusted assets.

Translation memory for maximum
translation reuse
At the centre of the Studio solution is a powerful
translation memory (TM). It records and stores
your translated content which is then available for
reuse later, enabling new translation projects to
be completed faster. In this way there can be huge
increases in efficiency, particularly where content
includes a lot of repetition.
You can also make use of your previously translated
documents using the alignment tool, which brings
the source and translated content together to be
added to your TM.
If your organization outsources translation, using
Studio enables you to manage and maintain your
own translation memory. This approach significantly
reduces the total cost of localization and enables
complete control over your translations which are
important intellectual property.
On the other hand, if your organization has an
internal translation team or if you are a translation
agency, you can ensure the productivity of your
teams is maximized and your project managers
are most efficient when using industry-leading
translation software.
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Work faster than ever
In addition to the powerful translation memory
engine, Studio offers many innovative features and
tools to help your team work faster. Translation
is significantly accelerated, thanks to innovations
such as:
• “Tell Me” technology for instant access to
functionality and settings
• Videos, tips and tricks embedded within Studio to
help your team get started quickly
• Predictive typing known as “SDL AutoSuggest”
which increases translators’ productivity
• “AutoCorrect”, which works in exactly the same
way as in Microsoft Word
• Customizable ribbon for easy access to
frequently used features
• “Advanced Display Filter” to focus on specific
parts of the translation
• Smooth review with track changes allowing the
whole team to see what has been changed.
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Effortless project management

Go faster with machine translation

Larger translation projects across multiple languages
are also well handled by the project management
capabilities of SDL Trados Studio.

No matter which type of machine translation (MT)
you want to work with: neural or statistical, standard
or adaptive, you can plug it into Studio. You can
choose between our own intelligent, self-learning
AdaptiveMT* engines which learn from your postedits, our high quality industry-specific trained
engines, or countless other MT providers which
integrate seamlessly with Studio. So you can tailor
your MT use with Studio to benefit from post-editing
and review, maximising productivity and reducing
costs and effort.

• Project creation of multiple files and languages
is made easy with the flexible project wizard,
allowing you to create a project in one easy step if
you have a template, or move through the wizard
if you need to configure further settings, with the
metro map giving you quick access to settings and
full visibility of where you are in the process.
• Creating project packages with files, TMs and
terminology enables translators to focus on
their piece of the overall project. Additionally,
leveraging translations from previously approved
content is an important ability made possible in
SDL Trados Studio with PerfectMatch.

*Click here to see the AdaptiveMT
language pairs available.

• You can also easily update or add new files to
a project after it has been created, and Studio
performs all of the processing in the background,
saving you time.

Deal with any project

• Language-specific quality checking means you
can efficiently handle language-specific aspects
in multilingual projects, such as punctuation,
numbers, word lists and regular expressions,
fine-tuning settings to ensure more accurate
QA check results and high quality translations
in all languages.

With Studio, you can be confident of support for the
latest file formats and other intricacies that often
complex translation workflows demand. SDL has
more than 30 years of expertise in building support
for various file types. Whether you are dealing with
whole HTML pages for translation, a Google Doc,
a Word document full of tracked changes, or a
complete brochure in InDesign IDML format, your
translators are properly equipped with Studio.

Manage terminology for
brand consistency
Terminology management is essential to keeping
a consistent corporate voice while ensuring a high
quality and accurate translation. A terminology
database is a key linguistic asset that can be
managed and shared using SDL MultiTerm,
a fully integrated part of the Studio solution.
By maintaining and distributing approved
terminology, you can ensure the correct
terms are applied for every translation.
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Collaboration has never been easier

Continuous learning opportunities

For collaborative translation, Studio can connect to:

SDL offers a wide variety of training options.
Organized training courses, online videos, webinars,
user guides and whitepapers are all available to help
your organization stay in touch and up-to-date.

• SDL Trados GroupShare, a project management
platform and collaborative workspace that
includes documents, translation memories,
terminology databases and reference materials
• Other SDL translation management solutions SDL
WorldServer and SDL TMS
So organizations working with these tools can be
confident that users of Studio will find it easy to work
as part of the integrated platform.

The SDL AppStore and development
hub for language professionals

Vibrant community to help you
Join our community forums and get help whenever
you are stuck with our technology. In addition to
asking your questions and discussing the use of SDL
translation productivity solutions with your peers, you
also have direct access to SDL staff. This is the place to
guarantee that you’ll be heard.
Join SDL Community forums at community.sdl.com

SDL AppStore is unique to SDL Trados Studio and
SDL MultiTerm. This online marketplace offers useful
apps that can be downloaded to help with a range
of translation, review and terminology management
processes. These apps may include unusual file
format definitions, tools for manipulating translation
memories, plugging in virtually any MT engine, or
handy apps for dealing with many common tasks that
would otherwise be completed manually.
SDL AppStore is also the starting point for integrating
business applications with Studio. Apart from the
extensive range of apps that Studio users
can download and use for free, there is a complete
SDK and set of APIs accompanying Studio and
MultiTerm that allow a developer to create complex
integrations with their business systems, write
tools for enhancing internal workflows and process
automation, or develop custom file types and plugins
for access to external resources.

Find out more about SDL
Trados Studio Professional:
Translation agencies:
sdltrados.com/lsp/trados
Corporations:
sdl.com/trados

Visit the app store at appstore.sdl.com
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